Finite obstruction set characterizations for lower ideals in the minor order are guaranteed to exist by the Graph Minor Theorem. In this paper we c haracterize several families of graphs with small feedback sets, namely k 1 -Feedback Vertex Set, k 2 -Feedback Edge Set and (k 1 ,k 2 ){Feedback Vertex/Edge Set, for small integer parameters k 1 and k 2 .
1 Likewise, the expensive communication lines can sense and censor what is transmitted (by using some type of message buer). In this model any node can originate a message. Once the message has been ooded and displayed, further broadcasts of the message should cease. By designating a small subset (i.e., a feedback set) of the nodes or edges as smart (expensive) hardware the broadcasting will terminate automatically. ( We assume that all nodes do not resend a message back along its incoming message line.) Thus minimizing the size of these feedback sets within the network is important.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section formally introduces our graph families based on feedback sets. Section 3 presents our general computation theory for computing obstruction sets within the minor order. The last three sections contain our main family-specic results: Section 4 addresses the feedback vertex set families, Section 5 covers the feedback edge set families, and Section 6 investigates the feedback vertex/edge set families.
Preliminaries
We begin with some standard denitions and notations. For two graphs G and H, H is a minor of G (denoted by H m G) if and only if a graph isomorphic to H can beobtained from G by a sequence of operations chosen from: (1) taking a subgraph, and (2) contracting an edge. This operation denes the minor order on graphs. A family of graphs F is a lower ideal with respect to m if for all graphs G and H, the conditions (1) H m G and (2) G 2 F imply H 2 F . The obstruction set O(F) for F with respect to m is the set of minimal elements of the complement of F. This characterizes F in the sense that G 2 F if and only if it is not the case that for some H 2 O ( F ), H m G. The motivation for our research is the consequence of the following Graph Minor Theorem (GMT), formerly known as Wagner's Conjecture, by Robertson and Seymour.
Theorem 1 (GMT) The minor order, m , is a well-partial order.
This theorem guarantees that O(F) is nite for any minor-order lower ideal F.
Graphs with small feedback sets
In this paper we c haracterize by obstructions two main types (and a third hybrid type) of simple graph families. The rst family consists of those graphs for which all cycles can be covered with a small set of vertices. The second family consists of those graphs for which all cycles can be covered with a small set of edges. We also study a generalized variety of these two graph families. In this later case cycles are covered by a small numberof both vertices and edges.
These graph families are based on the following two well-known problems (see [9] ).
Problem 2: Feedback Vertex Set (FVS)
Input: A graph G = ( V;E) and a non-negative integer k j V j . Question: Is there a subset V 0 V with jV 0 j k such that V 0 contains at least one vertex from every cycle in G? A set V 0 in the above problem is called a feedback vertex set for the graph G. The family of graphs that have a feedback vertex set of size at most k is denoted by k{Feedback Vertex Set. It is easy to verify that for each xed k the set of graphs in k{Feedback Vertex Set is a lower ideal in the minor order. For a given graph G, let F V S ( G ) denote the least k such that G has a feedback v ertex set of cardinality k. Our second problem of interest is now stated.
Problem 3: Feedback Edge Set (FES)
Input: A graph G = ( V;E) and a non-negative integer k j E j . Question: Is there a subset E 0 E with jE 0 j k such that G n E 0 is acyclic?
The edge set E 0 is a feedback edge set. Also, for a given graph G, let F E S ( G ) denote the least k such that G has a feedback edge set of cardinality k, and the family k{Feedback Edge Set = fG j F E S ( G ) k g . Example 4 Displayed below is a graph in the 2{Feedback Vertex Set family. Notice that when the two black vertices are removed f r om the example, the graph becomes acyclic (a forest).
The reader should note that the graph in the previous example requires 6 edges in any feedback edge set and thus it is a memb e r o f 6 {Feedback Edge Set.
We now dene a third problem based on the above two feedback set problems, where we keep both vertex and edge integer parameters.
Problem 5: Feedback Vertex/Edge Set (FVES) Input: A graph G = ( V;E) and two non-negative integers k 1 j V j and k 2 j E j . Question: Is there a subset V 0 V with jV 0 j k 1 and a subset E 0 E with jE 0 j k 2 such that (G n E 0 ) n V 0 is acyclic?
For xed integer parameters k 1 and k 2 , the graphs that satisfy Problem 5 are members of the feedback set family (k 1 ,k 2 ){Feedback Vertex/Edge Set. For instance, the graph in Example 4 is a memberof (1, 3) {Feedback Vertex/Edge Set. Figure 1 shows the setinclusion relationships between various (k 1 ,k 2 ){Feedback Vertex/Edge Set graph families. This diagram illustrates, via the horizontal arrow, that it is easier to cover a graph's cycles with vertices as opposed to edges. Note that we have the following family equivalences: 
Membership algorithms for the feedback set problems
We now discuss what is known about the computational complexity of solving the various feedback set problems. It is well-known that the general feedback v ertex set problem (Problem 2, where k is part of the input) is NP-complete [9] . However, for many families of graphs the optimization problem of nding the minimum size k for a feedback v ertex set can be done in polynomial time. For example, an O(n 4 ) algorithm is given in [5] for the feedback v ertex set problem on co-comparability graphs, which is a superclass of permutation graphs. Among many other known NP-complete problems, Problem 2 can be solved in linear-time for graphs of bounded treewidth (or pathwidth) [1, 2] . Later in Section 4.1 we present a linear-time algorithm for the case of graphs of bounded pathwidth. We use a nite-state version of this algorithm to compute the obstruction set for k{Feedback Vertex Set. It is also known that the general feedback edge set problem (Problem 3) is in the polynomialtime solvable class P. In fact, by a simple formula, given in Section 5.1, we can compute in linear time the minimum size k for a feedback edge set of any graph. If k is xed then Problem 2 can be solved in polynomial time by a standard brute-force algorithm. Membership testing is done by c hecking whether any subset of vertices (or edges) of size k is a feedback set. That is, for xed k, this brute-force algorithm runs in n k
time, where n equals the numberof vertices of the input graph. There exists a more practical membership algorithm that runs in O((2k) k n 2 ) time. This algorithm by Fellows and Downey (see [7] ) is based on (1) a quick algorithm by Itai and Rodeh in [10] for nding short cycles and (2) the fact that a graph G of minimum degree three with girth at least 2k is not in k{Feedback Vertex Set.
There are two families of optimization problems related to the generalized feedback set problem (Problem 5). If either k 1 or k 2 is xed, the problem is to minimize the other parameter for any input graph. The rst class of problems is tractable (in the complexity class P) and the second class is intractable (i.e., NP-complete). For checking graph membership in (k 1 ,k 2 ){ Feedback Vertex/Edge Set we have one polynomial-time membership algorithm. This algorithm runs in O(n k 1 +k 2 +1 ) time by c hecking all subsets of vertices and edges of size at most k 1 and k 2 , respectively.
Graphs with bounded width
Before presenting our theory for computing minor-order obstructions, we formally dene the concept of graphs of bounded (combinatorial) width. Our search theory for nding obstructions is based upon two types of widths. The rst classies those graphs with a narrow path-like structure.
Denition 6 A path decomposition of a graph G = (V;E)is a sequence P = X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X r of subsets of V that satisfy the following conditions:
2. For every edge (u; v) 2 E, there exists an X i , 1 i r, such that u 2 X i and v 2 X i . 3. For 1 i < j < k r , X i \ X k X j . The width of a path decomposition X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X r is max 1ir jX i j 1 . The pathwidth of a graph G, denoted P W ( G ) , is the minimum pathwidth over all path decompositions of G. The family of graphs that have pathwidth at most k is denoted by k{Pathwidth.
The second width metric, which is more popular in the literature, classies those graphs with a narrow tree-like structure.
Denition 7 A tree decomposition o f a g r aph G = ( V;E)i s a t r e e T together with a collection of subsets T x of V indexed by the vertices x of T that satises:
2. For every edge (u; v) of G there is some x such that u 2 T x and v 2 T x . 3. If y is a vertex on the unique path in T from x to z then T x \ T z T y . The width of a tree decomposition is the maximum value of jT x j 1 over all vertices x of the tree T. A g r aph G has treewidth at most k if there i s a t r e e d e c omposition of G of width at most k. The family of graphs that have treewidth at most k is denoted by k{Treewidth.
Eciently Computing Obstructions
In this section we present a general theory for computing minor-order obstructions when we have the following two ingredients: (1) a pathwidth or treewidth bound on the obstructions, and (2) a family congruence for the family.
Our current theory has evolved from the seminal work presented in [8] , where the underlying theory uses the GMT to prove termination of a nite-state search procedure. The results in [12] can be used to prove termination without the GMT. The application of these results for the computation of any particular obstruction set requires additional problem-specic results. These results are nontrivial, but seem to be generally available (in one form or another) for virtually every natural minor-closed family of graphs. We contribute to the feasible aspects of computing obstruction sets.
The basic theory of nite-state obstruction-set computations is applied to a particular lower ideal F as follows. First, the search space is framed by some type of lemma (specic to F and of variable diculty to prove in a suciently tight form) that establishes a bound on the maximum pathwidth or treewidth of the graphs in O(F). Once the search space has been limited to graphs of a specic pathwidth or treewidth bound, we organize the search space algebraically. This is accomplished by describing a nite set of graph-building operators such that every graph in the search space is represented by a string in . Associated to F we dene a partial order on such that: (1) is compatible with concatenation, (2) has a nite numberof minimal elements, and (3) from the minimal elements of with respect to we can recover the obstruction set for F. In order to implement the search we employ problem-specic algorithms that determine minimality, and decide membership in F.
The text that follows is a brief but complete description of our search theory. The interested reader should read [6] for further details regarding the actual computer implementation, which includes many eciency improvements omitted from this paper.
We search for obstructions within the set of graphs of bounded pathwidth (or bounded treewidth). We now describe an algebraic representation for these graphs of bounded-width.
Denition 8 A t-boundaried graph G = ( V;E;@;f)is an ordinary graph G = ( V;E)together with (1) a distinguished subset of the vertex set @ V of cardinality t, the boundary of G, and (2) a bijection f : @ ! f 0 ; 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; t 1 g . A boundaried graph G = ( V;E;@;f)is an ordinary graph G = ( V;E)together with a boundary @ V and labeling injection f : @ ! f 0 ; 1 ; 2 ; : : : g .
The graphs of pathwidth at most t are generated exactly by strings of (unary) operators from the following operator set t = V t [ E t : V t = f 0 k ; : : : ; t k gand E t = f i j j 0 i < j t g : For ease of discussion throughout the remaining part of this paper, we limit ourselves to bounded pathwidth in the obstruction set search theory and only point out places where any diculty m a y occur with a bounded treewidth search. The following sequence of denitions and results forms our theoretical basis for computing minor-order obstruction sets.
Denition 11 Let In the more familiar and general setting of t-boundaried graphs (using an analogue of the Myhill{Nerode Theorem [8] ), a testset T may be considered to be a subset of t-boundaried graphs where concatenation () is replaced solely by circle plus . It is all right for the pathwidth of G T to begreater than the pathwidth of the t-boundaried graph G that is being tested. As we will see later, a testset is only useful for nding obstruction sets if it has nite cardinality. Proof. Assume G n is nonminimal. It suces to show that any extension of G n is nonminimal. Let H bea one-step @-minor of G n such that for every Z 2 t , G n Z 2 F ( ) H Z 2 F : Let g n+1 2 t and G n+1 = G n g n+1 . Now H 0 = H g n+1 is a one-step @-minor of G n+1 such that for all Z 2 t ,
Thus, any extension of G n is nonminimal. 2
The above two lemmata also hold when the circle plus operator is included in t . For illustration consider the Prex Lemma: If G is a nonminimal t-parse with a F-congruent minor G 0 , and Z is any t-parse, then (G Z) 0 is a F-congruent minor of a nonminimal G Z, where we use the prime symbolto denote the corresponding minor operation done to the G part of GZ. (The awkward notation is needed since G 0 Z may equal GZ when common boundary edges exist in both G and Z.)
The Prex Lemma implies that every minimal t-parse is obtainable by extending some minimal t-parse, providing a nite tree structure for the search space. In other words, the search tree may be pruned whenever a nonminimal t-parse is found. See Figure 2 for an illustration of this search process. Since most (t+1)-boundaried graphs have many t-parse representations, we can further reduce the size of the search tree by enforcing a canonical structure on the t-parses considered. That is, we want to generate just one isomorphic copy of each underlying boundaried graph. To do this we h a v e to ensure that every prex of every canonic boundary obstruction (a minimal leaf of the search tree) is also canonic (see [6] ). This reduces the out-degree of every node in the search tree to sometimes less than j t j (and sometimes 0).
We currently use the four techniques given in Figure 3 to prove that a t-parse in the search tree is minimal or nonminimal. They are listed in the order that they are attempted; if one succeeds, the remainder do not need to be performed. The rst three of these may not succeed, though the fourth method always will. However, if we are fortunate to have a minimal nitestate congruence (i.e., not a renement of the minimum automaton for F ) in step 2 of Figure 3 then we can stop at that step since distinct nal states (equivalence classes) imply the existence of an extension to distinguish the two states (and their t-parse representatives). An example of such a nite-state congruence was used in our k{Vertex Cover characterizations [3] .
Graphs with Small Feedback Vertex Sets
We now focus on two problem-specic details for nding the k{Feedback Vertex Set obstruction sets: a nite-index congruence and a complete testset (i.e., steps 2 and 4 of Figure 3) . We rst present a practical, linear time algorithm for the feedback v ertex set problem on graphs of bounded pathwidth/treewidth in t-parse form. This general-purpose algorithm is altered to act as a nite-index congruence, that is a renement of the canonical congruence. We then show how to produce testsets for the graph families k{Feedback Vertex Set, k 0, with respect to any boundary size t. 
A nite state algorithm (for FVS)
Throughout the following discussion the boundary size (and width) of a t-parse is xed. Recall that the current set of boundary vertices of a t-parse G n is denoted by the @ symbol. For any subset S of the boundary @, we dene the following for all prexes G m of G n , m n.
The least k such that there is an feedback vertex set V 0 of G m with V 0 \ @ = S and jV 0 j = k, otherwise 1 whenever (G \ @) n S contains a cycle. Proof. We rst show that any \separable" information is not lost after doing either of the above operations.
Let v be a non-boundary end-vertex of W. Since We now show that the reduced park P derived from W using steps (a) and (b) is minimal. Let vertex v be a non-boundary vertex of P. Since P is acyclic and contains no end-vertices adjacent to the boundary, v ertex v is on some unique path between two boundary vertices i and j. Deleting v disconnects i and j. So (P n f v g ) 6 w P. Now let P 0 be the forest P where edge (a; b) is contracted for two non-boundary vertices a and b of degree three or more. Let a 1 and a 2 betwo(distinct) boundary vertices connected to vertex a such that vertex b is not on the connecting paths. Likewise, Let b 1 and b 2 betwo boundary vertices connected to vertex b such that vertex a is not on the connecting paths. The vertices a 1 and a 2 are distinct from the vertices b 1 and b 2 , for otherwise a cycle would contain edge (a; b) in P. Pick a graph extension Z to bethe set of boundary vertices S with the edges (a 1 ; a 2 ) and (b 1 ; b 2 ). The graph (P 0 n f a g ) Z is acyclic while the graph P Z contains two disjoint cycles. This tells us that (P n f x g ) Z is cyclic for all x in P n @. Thus, P 6 w P 0 . Finally assume P 0 is the forest P where edge (a; b) is contracted, a 2 @, b 6 2 @, and degree(b) 3. Let b 1 and b 2 be two boundary vertices connected to vertex b such that the path between b 1 and b 2 passes through vertex b and a 6 2 fb 1 ; b 2 g . Pick an extension Z to be the set of boundary vertices S with the edges (a; b 1 ) and (a; b 2 ). The graph (P n f b g ) Z is acyclic. The graph P 0 Z contains two cycles which intersects at a. Since the boundary vertex a is not allowed to be deleted, the graph (P 0 n f x g ) Z is cyclic for all x in P 0 n @. Thus, P 0 6 w P. 2
There may exist alternative witness forests that preserve minimum-sized feedback v ertex sets for all extensions of G m . A witness forest W is considered to be a park if the above lemma can not be applied to W.
Lemma 19 There are at most 3t 3 vertices in any park for boundary size t. Proof. First we consider the degree two non-boundary vertices. For such a v ertex v, each o f i t s neighbors must be a boundary vertex. After viewing v and its two incident edges as a single edge between two boundary vertices, we see that at most t 1 such v ertices can occur. Otherwise, a cycle would exist on the boundary. Now w e consider the remaining non-boundary vertices. Let p be the number of such v ertices and e bethe edge size of the subpark. Using the fact that the size of a forest must bestrictly less than the order, we have e < t + p . Since the sum of the vertex degrees is twice the size, we also have t + 3 p 2 e . Combining these inequalities while solving for p we get t + 3 p 2 e t + p 1, or p t 2:
Summing up the boundary (t), the degree two v ertices (t 1), and the degree three or more vertices (t 2), shows that the order of any park can be at most 3t 3. 2 Corollary 20 There is a nite number of parks with boundary size t. Proof. Since we have a bound on the number of vertices for a park, we can apply Cayley's Tree Formula (i.e., by counting the number of labeled trees/forests) to get a bound on the total numberof distinct parks. There are n n 2 labeled trees of order n.
2
The results of the previous lemma and its corollary may be strengthened. See, for example, the closely related Lemma 24. However, these bounds are sucient for our purposes|to show that there is a manageable (constant) number of parks (i.e., our algorithm can be used as a nite-index congruence).
For each subset S (with complement S = @ nS) of the set of boundary vertices our algorithm keeps track of the related parks in the following sets.
P m (S) = f P j P is a park of G m with leaves and branches over
Sg
Now w e nally present a linear time dynamic-programming algorithm for the feedback v ertex set problem which is used as our nite congruence for t-parses. This general-purpose algorithm has the same structure as our vertex cover algorithm given in [3] , indicating a standard approach for developing such algorithms. The one-pass algorithm simply makes a transition from one state to another for each operator of a t-parse G n = [ 0 k ; : : : ; t k ; g 1 ; : : : ; g n ]. Thus, after all the parks fP m (S) j S @g are determined (for G m ), all the parks fP i (S) j S @g for i < m n are never referenced and may be discarded.
Our algorithm, given in Figure 4 , starts by setting the sizes for the minimal feedback v ertex sets on G m = G 0 , the edgeless graph with t + 1 boundary vertices. This is done for all S @.
There is only one park associated with F 1 (S) at this stage, namely the isolated forest with 
operator is at position m + 1 and the condition (selected in S or not) of any aected boundary vertices of G m or G m+1 . These transitions are described in cases 1-4 of Figure 4 . When the algorithm reaches the end of the t-parse, it computes the minimum numberof vertices needed in any feedback vertex set for G n by taking the least F n (S).
For space reasons we leave out the rules required to update the sets of parks P i (S) throughout each iteration of step II of the feedback vertex set algorithm. This procedure essentially entails extending the parks with the current operator and reducing them by the rules given in Lemma 18, and combining park sets if the two F m ()'s are equal in cases 1 and 2.
Example 21 Table 1 shows values of F m (S) for the application of the feedback vertex set algorithm to the 2-parse given in Example 9 on page 7. As can been seen by examining the graph in Example 9, a minimum feedback vertex set has cardinality 2, which corresponds to the minimum value in the last column.
Theorem 22 For any t-parse G n = [ 0 k ; : : : ; t k ; g 1 ; : : : ; g n ] , the algorithm in Figure 4 c orrectly computes F V S ( G n ) .
Proof. For part I of the algorithm, we note that jSj vertices are selected from the boundary of G 1 for each S @. Thus the minimum feedback vertex set for such a requirement is initially set, that is, F 1 (S) = j S j . If the edge operator i j creates a cycle on the non-selected boundary vertices S = @ n S or F m (S) = 1 then there is no feedback v ertex set for G m+1 . Thus, F m+1 (S) is correctly set to 1.
We n o w consider the cases where F m+1 (S) is nite. Clearly, F m (S) F m+1 (S) since G m n S is a proper subgraph of G m+1 n S. If the above case is not true, then all parks have the boundary vertices i and j connected.
Since F m (S) 6 = 1, there must beat least one park (witness forest) associated with a minimal feedback vertex set K of G m . Since operator i j does not create a cycle on the non-selected boundary, the unique cycle created in G m n K by adding the edge (i; j) has at least one nonboundary kill vertex v. Hence, the set K [ f v g is a feedback v ertex set of G m+1 . We h a v e shown F m+1 (S) F m (S) + 1 .
W e now consider the possibility that F m+1 (S) = F m (S) in this latter case. Let K be a witness for G m+1 of cardinality F m (S). The set K is also a feedback vertex set for G m . Since K is a minimal feedback vertex set for G m , the witness forest G m n K must have vertices i and j connected (by assumption that no park disconnects i and j). However, adding the edge (i; j) to G m n K causes a cycle. This is a contradiction since G m+1 n K = (G m [ f ( i; j)g) n K = (G m n K) [ f ( i; j)g. (Recall that i and j are not in S.) So F m+1 (S) = F m ( S ) + 1 . 2
The dynamic program, given in Figure 4 , for determining the feedback vertex set of a pathwidth t-parse is easily modied to handle treewidth t-parses. All that is needed is to add a case 5 in part II which takes care of the circle plus operator G i G j . This new case is a little messy since the states for the two subtree parses G i and G j need to be interleaved. Briey stated, this is done by checking all combinations (unions) of boundary subsets S i and S j of G i and G j (resulting in a subset S of G i G j ) along with checking which best parks from G i can be glued together with the compatible parks from G j to form a set of parks for G i G j . If the glued parks create any cycles then the value of F \tree index" (S) needs to be increased to account for additional kill vertices.
We can convert the above feedback vertex set algorithm to a nite-index congruence for k{Feedback Vertex Set. This is accomplished by restricting the values of F m (S) to bein f0; 1; : : : ; k ; k + 1 g ; w e are only interested in knowing whether or not there exists a feedback vertex set of size at most k containing S. ( The value of k + 1 acts as the value 1 in the congruence.) In our application for nding the k{Feedback Vertex Set obstruction sets, we actually use a congruence with slightly fewer states then the one just described. The key idea to this improvement is noticing that if a park P is a minor of a park P 0 then only the representative P is needed as a witness. We estimate that this allows us to prove approximately 5% more t-parses nonminimal via the dynamic-programming congruence check. That is, for certain instances we avoid our CPU-intensive testset proof method, which is described next.
A complete testset (for FVS)
A nite testset for the feedback vertex set canonical congruence F is easy to produce. The individual tests closely resemble the parks described above. The testset that we use consists of forests augmented with isolated triangles (and/or triangles solely attached to a single boundary vertex). Our k{Feedback Vertex Set testset T k t consists of all t-boundaried graphs that have the following properties:
1 The above bound is tight since the test T consisting of k isolated triangles and t 1 i n terior degree two v ertices, each adjacent to boundary vertex i and i + 1, has 3k + 2 t 1 v ertices (see, for example, the last test given in Example 23).
Since these k{Feedback Vertex Set testsets are based solely on t-boundaried graphs, they are useful for both pathwidth and treewidth t-parse obstruction set computations.
Theorem 25 The set of t-boundaried graphs T k t is a complete testset for the graph family k{ Feedback Vertex Set. Proof. Assume G and H are two t-boundaried graphs that are not F-congruent within the family F = k{Feedback Vertex Set. Let Z beany t-boundaried graph that distinguishes G and H with G Z 2 F and H Z 6 2 F. We show how to build a t-boundaried graph T 2 T k Z n W plus jW Z j isolated triangles, plus jW @ j triangles with each containing a single boundary vertex from W @ . If T 0 contains any component C 6 ' K 3 without boundary vertices, replace it with F V S ( C ) isolated triangles. Clearly, G T 0 2 F since W G plus one vertex from each of the non-boundary isolated triangles of T 0 is a witness set of k vertices. If H T 0 2 F then this contradicts the fact that H Z 6 2 F by using a witness set containing W Z , W @ and the interior witness vertices of H (with respect to H T 0 ). Finally, we construct a distinguisher T 2 T k t by minimizing T 0 (using the reducing operations of Lemma 18) to satisfy the 5 properties listed above. (Note that the extension T is created by not eliminating any cycles in the extension T 0 .) 2
For the graph family 1{Feedback Vertex Set on boundary size 4, the above testset consists of only 546 tests. However, for 2{Feedback Vertex Set on boundary size 5, the above testset contains a whopping set of 14686 tests. As can be seen by the increase in the number of tests, a more compact feedback v ertex set testset would be needed (if possible) before we attempt to work with boundary sizes larger than 5. The large numberof tests (especially T 2 5 ) for the feedback vertex set families indicates why using the testset step to prove t-parses minimal or nonminimal is the most CPU-intensive part of our obstruction set search (and is why this is attempted last).
The k{Feedback Vertex Set obstructions
Our search for the 1{Feedback Vertex Set and 2{Feedback Vertex Set obstructions is now presented. As mentioned in Section 3, we need some type of lemma that bounds the search space. The following well-known treewidth bound can befound in [14] along with other introductory information concerning the minor order and obstruction sets. We provide a proof in order to suggest how generous the bound is for the k{Feedback Vertex Set obstructions, which i s a v ery small subset of the (k + 1 ) {Feedback Vertex Set family.
Lemma 26 A graph in k{Feedback Vertex Set has treewidth at most k + 1 .
Proof. Let 2 Corollary 27 An obstruction for k{Feedback Vertex Set has treewidth at most k + 2 . Proof. Let G bean obstruction and v any vertex of G. By denition of being a minor of an obstruction, G 0 = G n f v g is a member of k{Feedback Vertex Set. Since G 0 has a tree decomposition T of width at most k + 1 , w e can add the vertex v to each vertex set of T yields a tree decomposition of width at most k + 2 for G. 2
For the graph family 2{Feedback Vertex Set we can derive a stronger statement.
Theorem 28 If G is an obstruction to 2{Feedback Vertex Set then the pathwidth of G is at most 4. Proof. For any obstruction G we use the following two properties:
1. For any edge (u; v), G n f ( u; v)g is in 2{Feedback Vertex Set by witness vertices x and y such that fu; vg \ f x; yg = ;.
2. The obstruction G does not contain any v ertices of degree 1, and for any v ertex u of degree 2 there is an edge between the neighbors of u.
Property 1 implies that there exist two v ertices x and y such that G 0 = Gn f x; yg has exactly one cycle. If G 0 has pathwidth at most 2 then G has pathwidth at most 4. If G 0 has pathwidth more than 2 then it must contain at least one of the pathwidth 2 obstructions as a minor. In particular, any such obstruction for 2{Pathwidth must also be a member of 1{Feedback Edge Set. All of the 20 possible forbidden minors with one cycle, given in [11] , have at least three pendant paths of length 2, i.e., three legs of the spider graph S(K 1;3 ), attached to the single cycle. Property 2 is applied as follows. By considering incident edges from vertices x and y to G 0 , w e know that G must have: (a) three disjoint cycles or (b) one cycle and a disjoint mini-clover (see Figure 5 ) as proper minors. But this means for (a) that G is properly above the 2{Feedback Vertex Set obstruction 3K 3 and for (b) Property 1 can not hold for the stem edge (u; v) of the mini-clover.
Thus for any obstruction G there exists two vertices x and y such that G 0 = G n f x; yg has pathwidth at most 2. This fact implies that G has pathwidth at most 4.
Besides the single obstruction K 3 for the trivial family 0{Feedback Vertex Set, the connected obstructions for 1{Feedback Vertex Set and the connected obstructions for 2{ Feedback Vertex Set are shown in Figures 8{9. The two connected obstructions for 1{ Feedback Vertex Set were found in about 3 hours of accumulated CPU time when combining 4 w orker processes, a database manager process, and a dispatcher process running concurrently. Our pathwidth 4 search for 2{Feedback Vertex Set consumed over 40 thousand hours of CPU time running for about three months in duration while averaging 20 workers (initially with a collection of 15-30 SUN Sparcs, and later including a few IBM 6000s and two Cray Y-MPs). Table 2 contains a brief summary of how many proofs our distributive computer system had to nd for 2{Feedback Vertex Set (pathwidth 4). The rst column states various starting (or restarting) points in the search tree. Lack of memory and disk space is the main reason for the separate runs. (Recall our search process of Figure 2 ; we can independently search throughout the minimal t-parse space, beginning at various internal nodes.) The second column gives the number of canonic non-boundaried obstructions that have the given prex. The`minimal nodes' column gives the number of minimal t-parses that we encountered; these are the internal nodes of our search tree plus any boundaried obstructions. The last column gives the total numberof graphs the system had to check. This total includes those t-parses that were proved minimal or nonminimal. The missing entries in the table represent places that were fast dead-end runs (i.e., small subtrees of the search tree leading only to nonminimal t-parses) and we did not bother keeping the proofs. We believe that 2{Feedback Vertex Set may be the only feasible feedback vertex set family to characterize since there are at least 744 obstructions to 3{Feedback Vertex Set. In fact this count i s a v ery small percentage since we know of an obstruction with order 15 and we have only searched through a subset of the graphs with maximum order 10.
For the two obstruction sets for the \within one/two v ertices of acyclic" families, we present only the connected obstructions since any disconnected obstruction O of the lower ideal k{ Feedback Vertex Set is a union of graphs from
Example 29 Since K 3 is an obstruction for 0{Feedback Vertex Set, and K 4 is an obstruction for 1{Feedback Vertex Set, the graph K 3 [K 4 is an obstruction for 2{Feedback
Vertex Set.
Some patterns become apparent in these two sets of obstructions such as the following easilyproven observation.
Observation 30 For the family k{Feedback Vertex Set, the complete graph K k+3 , the augmented c omplete graph A(K k+2 ) which has vertices f1; 2; : : : ; k + 2 g[f v i;j j 1 i < j k + 2 g and edges f(i; j) j 1 i < j k + 2 g [ f ( i; v i;j ) and (v i;j ; j ) j 1 i < j k + 2 g ; and the augmented cycle A(C 2k+1 ) are obstructions.
A useful property unique to k{Feedback Vertex Set obstructions that does not hold for the other feedback set families studied in this paper is the following result, which implies that t-parses with cut-vertices are nonminimal. This section rst focuses on two problem-specic areas for computing the k{Feedback Edge Set obstruction sets using our general method of computing forbidden minors: a direct minimal test and a complete testset (i.e., steps 1 and 4 of Figure 3 ). With these developed ingredients we computed the obstructions for k{Feedback Edge Set for k 5 (pathwidth at most 4).
This section then describes a family-specic algorithm that does not require a pathwidth or treewidth bound for generating all of the forbidden minors for k{Feedback Edge Set. With this algorithm we v eried that the obstructions for 5{Feedback Edge Set have pathwidth at most 4, and also computed the connected obstructions for 6{Feedback Edge Set.
A minimal t-parse algorithm (for FES)
We rst describe a simple graph-theoretical characterization for the graphs that are within k edges of acyclic, where k is any non-negative integer. This trivial result also shows that Problem 3 (i.e., determining the minimum feedback edge set of a graph) has a linear time decision algorithm.
Theorem 32 A graph G = (V;E)with c components has F E S ( G ) = k if and only if jEj = jV j c + k . Proof. For k = 0 the result follows from the standard result for characterizing forests. If F E S ( G ) = k then deleting the k witness edges produces an acyclic graph and thus jEj = jV j c + k . Now consider a graph G with jV j c + k edges for some k > 0. Since G has more edges than a forest can have, there exists an edge e on a cycle. Let G 0 = (V;En f e g ).
By induction F E S ( G 0 ) = k 1. Adding the edge e to a witness edge set E 0 for G 0 shows that F E S ( G ) = k . 2
Unlike the k{Feedback Vertex Set lower ideals, it is not obvious that the family k{ Feedback Edge Set is a lower ideal in the minor order. However, with the above theorem one can easily prove this.
Corollary 33 For each k 0, the family of graphs k{Feedback Edge Set is a lower ideal in the minor order.
Proof. We show that the three basic minor operations do not increase the number of edges required to remove all cycles of a graph. An isolated vertex deletion removes both a vertex and a component at the same time, so k is preserved in the formula jEj = jV j c + k . F or an edge deletion the number of components can increase by at most one, so with jEj decreasing by one, the value of k does not increase. For an edge contraction, the numberof vertices decreases by one, the number of edges decrease by at least one, and the number of components stays the same, so k does not increase.
The above corollary allows us to characterize each k{Feedback Edge Set lower ideal in terms of obstruction sets. We abstractly characterize these below. Proof. This follows from the fact that an edge contraction that does not remove at least two edges is the only basic minor operation that does not decrease the numberof edges required to kill all cycles, for a connected graph with every edge on some cycle.
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The above theorem gives us a precise means of testing for minimal and nonminimal t-parses (see step 1 of Section 3). Furthermore, in Section 5.3 below, we present a constructive method based on this theorem for generating all of the connected obstructions for k{Feedback Edge Set.
A complete testset (for FES)
Somewhat surprisingly, a usable testset for each feedback edge set family has already been presented in Section 4.2. We now prove that the previously given feedback vertex set tests can also be used here. such that, without loss of generality, G Z 2 F and H Z 6 2 F. We n o w show how to minimize Z into a T 2 T k t . Let E beawitness edge set for G Z 2 F and let E Z = E(Z) n E. The rst transformation on Z is to set Z 0 = ( Z n E Z ) [ ( j E Z j K 3 ). Clearly Z 0 is also a distinguisher for G and H since (1) G Z 0 2 F by using the edges E n E Z and one edge from each of the new K 3 's as a witness set, and (2) H Z 0 6 2 F, for otherwise, H Z would bein F. Notice that Z 0 is a set of trees and isolated triangles. The nal transformation on Z is to let Z 00 beZ 0 with all non-boundary leaves deleted and non-boundary subdivided edges contracted to satisfy the conditions of a memberofT k t .
2
It is interesting to note from the above proof that, in addition to the out-of-family tests, the isolated triangles in the tests for k{Feedback Edge Set do not contain any boundary vertices. Thus, the numberof graphs in a testset for k{Feedback Edge Set is substantially smaller than the order of the testset for k{Feedback Vertex Set. An explicit simple algorithm for computing all of the connected k{Feedback Edge Set obstructions is given in Figure 6 . For this procedure, we do not need to know the pathwidth or treewidth of the largest obstruction.
Corollary 37 The algorithm given in Figure 6 computes all the connected obstructions for the family k{Feedback Edge Set Proof. We show that for any connected obstruction O we can construct it without adding an isolated triangles to a previous connected obstruction for k 0 {Feedback Edge Set, k 0 < k.
Let fT 1 ; T 2 ; : : : ; T m g beaminimum set of covering triangles for O. Consider the graph G with vertices fT 1 ; T 2 ; : : : ; T m g and edges f(T i ; T j ) j T i \ T j 6 = ;g. Since O is connected G is connected.
Thus we can construct O without adding isolated triangles by using any breadth-rst or depthrst spanning tree sequence of G. The proof of Lemma 5.3 gives us the upper bound of k + 1 times through the outer most i loop. 2 
The k{Feedback Edge Set obstructions
Since the family k{Feedback Edge Set is contained in the family k{Feedback Vertex Set, the maximum treewidth of any obstruction for k{Feedback Edge Set is at most k + 2 . Also, the same arguments given in Section 4.3 regarding pathwidth apply to k{Feedback Edge Set as well. For the family 0{Feedback Edge Set, it is trivial to show that K 3 is the only obstruction. The connected obstructions for the graph families 1{Feedback Edge Set through 3{Feedback Edge Set are shown in Figures 10, 11 and 12. There are well over 100 connected obstructions for the 4{Feedback Edge Set family. Any disconnected obstruction for k{Feedback Edge Set is easily determined by combining connected obstructions for j{ Feedback Edge Set, j < k , since F E S ( G 1 ) + F E S ( G 2 ) = F E S ( G 1 [ G 2 ).
Our constructive method shows that we can obtain all of the obstructions for k{Feedback Edge Set directly from the sets O(j{Feedback Edge Set), j < k. In fact most of the obstructions can be obtained from the immediately preceding obstruction set (i.e. with j = k 1), by using the following observations. Observation 38 If G i s a c onnected obstruction for k{Feedback Edge Set then the following are all connected obstructions for (k + 1 ) {Feedback Edge Set. 1. G with an added subdivided edge attached to an edge of G. 2. G with an attached K 3 on one of the vertices of G. 3 . G with an added edge (u; v) when there exists a path of length at least two between u and v in G n E for each feedback edge set E of k + 1 vertices.
It is easy to see that if an obstruction has a vertex of degree two then it is predictable by observations 1{2. The fourth (central) 2{Feedback Edge Set obstruction in Figure 11 in Figure 13 is not predictable from the 3{Feedback Edge Set obstructions by using any of the above observations. Here deleting any edge from this obstruction leaves a contractable edge that does not remove any cycles, that is, all single edge deleted minors are \nonminimal" (see Theorem 34). This obstruction is easily constructed by 4 v ertex triples, as promised by our direct enumeration algorithm. Table 3 shows a summary of how many k{Feedback Edge Set obstructions there are for k 6 . The third column of the table gives the counts for the number of connected obstructions without vertices of degree 2. The fourth column is obtained from the third by subtracting the number of remaining obstructions with a cut-vertex. About 20 days of CPU time (using a single Sparc-20) was used to compute the 6{Feedback Edge Set obstructions.
Graphs with Small Hybrid Feedback Sets
In this penultimate section we generalize the two earlier feedback set families where we are allowed to cover cycles with both vertices and edges. First we need to prove that these hybrid feedback set families (i,j){Feedback Vertex/Edge Set can becharacterized by minors.
Lemma 39 For any two non-negative integers i and j, the graph family (i,j){Feedback Vertex/Edge Set is a lower ideal in the minor order.
Proof. Let In Figure 7 we show (by shaded boxes) the 10 families of graphs based on small feedback sets that we have characterized in this paper. We characterized the hybrid graph family (1,1){ Feedback Vertex/Edge Set by the methods of our search theory of Section 3. To do so, we needed the following pathwidth bound on the obstructions of (1, 1) Proof. The proof is similar to our pathwidth 4 bound for the obstructions of 2{Feedback
Vertex Set. We use the following two properties for any obstruction G:
1. For any edge (u; v), there exists a vertex w 2 V (G) n f u; vg such that G 0 = G n f w g is a memberof 2{Feedback Edge Set, G 0 is not a memberof 1{Feedback Edge Set and G 00 = G 0 n f u; vg is a memb e r o f 1 {Feedback Edge Set.
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2. The obstruction G does not contain any v ertices of degree 1 and for any v ertex u of degree 2 there is an edge between the neighbors of u. It suces to show that any G 0 dened in Property 1 has pathwidth at most 2. If it does not, then G 0 must contain, as a minor, one of the 2{Pathwidth obstructions O that is also memberof2{ Feedback Edge Set. In this case O is also one edge deletion away from being in 1{Feedback Edge Set. We can eliminate all of these possible O's by noting that G created by adding w to G 0 would properly contain either (or both) of (a) the (1, 1) {Feedback Vertex/Edge Set obstruction 3K 3 or (b) the disjoint union of K 3 and the forbidden clover of Figure 5 . Regarding case (b) the graph G would fail Property 1 if we designate the the stem edge as edge (u; v). That is, if w is not u then we need vertex w to cover the disjoint cycle above K 3 and need at least two edges to cover the two cycles above the pedals of the clover. So G 0 must have pathwidth at most 2. Adding vertex w to each set of a width 2 path decomposition of G 0 is a width 3 path decomposition of G.
In Figure 16 we show the 23 connected obstructions to the (1, 1) {Feedback Vertex/Edge Set family of graphs. There are also three disconnected obstructions: 3K 3 , K 3 [K 4 , and 2K 4 .
We have not completely classied the next larger family (1, 2) {Feedback Vertex/Edge Set. We display a partial list of the connected obstructions with no degree two vertices in Figure 17 . We currently have found 246 connected obstructions. We conjecture that pathwidth 4 bounds the width of the largest obstruction in O((1,2){Feedback Vertex/Edge Set).
Conclusion
This paper describes a practical theory for computing minor order obstruction sets. Our general methods allow for an automated means of proving \Kuratowski-type" theorems whenever a treewidth or pathwidth bound is known for the largest minimal forbidden minor. To illustrate our approach w e obtain several obstruction sets for graph families that are \within-X-of-acyclic".
We rst study graphs with small feedback vertex sets, where the variable X, given above, is read \k-vertices". We present a nite-index dynamic-program congruence, a complete testset, and a bound on the width of the obstructions. These ingredients allow us to apply our search theory and calculate the obstruction sets for k{Feedback Vertex Set, k = 1 and k = 2 .
W e then consider graphs with small feedback edge sets, where X equals \k-edges". For these families of graphs we develop (with respect to our general search theory) a direct minimal congruence result and a complete testset. We also classify the structure of all k{Feedback Edge Set obstructions, allowing us to feasibly generate all forbidden minors up to k = 6 .
As a nal example we dene a new class of graph families by considering X to represent \ k 1 -v ertices-and-k 2 -edges". We compute the complete obstruction set for the smallest non-trivial family, (k 1 =1,k 2 =1){Feedback Vertex/Edge Set, using a proven testset and a pathwidth bound. 
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